
Part II – lesson (4,5,6) 

ECONOMICS 

Class XII- std                                                                                 Marks-90 

Part-A 

Note :  (i) Answer all questions. 

             (ii) choose the correct answer.                                  20x1=20 

1. The demand for any commodity mainly depends on the ……………..of 

that commodity   

(a) Price (b) taste (c)habits (d) custom 

2. According to ……………. The law of demand is that the quantity 

demanded varies inversely  with price      

    (a) Adam smith (b) Ferguson (c) Marshall (d) a and b  

3. The demand curve exception can slope upwards showing a 

……………relationship between price and quantity demanded  

  (a) indirect (b) direct (c) positive (d) b and c  

4. One of the basic assumptions of economic theory is …………….  

 (a) other things unequal (b) other things being dynamic (c) high 

(d) other things being equal  

5. During boom demand will…..and during depression demand will…………

 (a)static and dynamic (b) equal and constant (c) expand and 

contract (d) none  

6. The concept of elasticity of demand introduced by ………….     

(a) Ferguson (b) Adam smith (c) Marshall (d) Samuelson  

7. Perfect elastic demand, if the value of elasticity is …………  

 (a) greater than 1 (b) infinity (c) zero (d) less than one  
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8. Human activity can be broken down in two component ….and ……….. 

 (a) consumption and satisfaction (b) consumption and utility(c) 

production and exchange (d) production and consumption  

9. At any price  above the equilibrium price (pe) supply is ……………… 

   (a) greater than demand (b) less than demand (c) 

both (d) none  

10. …….is the major determinant of supply     

  (a) profit (b) advertisement (c) price (d) demand  

11. ………………element plays an important role in economics   

 (a) supply (b) time (c) value (d) demand  

12. Market period is the period ability of the firm to after any change in 

supply response change in demand is      

 (a) limited (or) nil (b) increase (c) low (or) decline (d) constant  

13. Supply is more or less fixed in the ………period without any change  

 (a) market (b) long (c) a and b (d) short  

14. The long period supply curve SLP is more elastic and ………..  

  (a) vertical in ssp (b) flatter than ssp (c) both (d) none  

15. Land gift of nature because       

  (a) inelastic supply (b) imperishable (c) passive factor (d) all of 

these  

16. The concept “division of labour” was introduced by …………….

 (a)Marshall (b) Adam smith (c) Samuelson (d) Ricardo  

17. According to………..capital consists of those kinds of wealth other than 

free gift of nature which yield income     

  (a) Marshall (b) Adam smith (c) Malt an (d) J.B. Say 

18. When marginal product is……..the total product reaches the maximum 

and remain……………..        

  (a) zero and increase (b) increase and constant (c) zero and 

decrease (d) zero and constant  
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19. The Cobb-Douglas production function only………….return to scale 

  (a) increasing (b) decreasing (c) constant (d) all the above  

20. Measuring the productivity of the factors and the payment of reward is 

the …function of an entrepreneur      

 (a) dynamic (b) static (c) essential (d) crucial  

 

Part-B 

 

Answer any 7 questions in which question no.30 is compulsory              7X2=14 

21. What is demand? 

22. Why demand curve slope downwards? 

23. Write a note on giffen paradox 

24. What are the types of elasticity of demand? 

25. What is equilibrium price ? 

26. Distinguish between change in demand and shift in demand 

27. What are the determinants of shift in supply? 

28. Define labour. 

29. What are the forms of capital? 

30. What are things depends on ISO cost line? 

 

Part-c 

Answer any 7 question in which question No 40 is compulsory               7x3=21 

31. Explain the expansion are contractions in demand and shifts in demand  

32. Give the importance of elasticity of demand 
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33. What is elasticity of supply? 

34. Explain the ”shift in demand” with the help of diagram 

35. How is the equilibrium prices determined in the market period? 

36. How to demand are supply exact in fluencies price in the short-period? 

With help of diagram. 

37. Describe the characteristics of capital  

38. What are the functions of entrepreneur? 

39. Distinguish between laws of return and return to scale. 

40. Draw the produce equilibrium diagram by using isoquants. 

 

Part-D 

 

Answer all the question                                                        7x5=35 

41. Discuss the law of demand  (or)                                                                                          

Analyses the determination of equilibrium price with a diagram 

42. Explain the methods of measurement  of price elasticity demand in 

detail (or)                                                                                                                

Explain with a suitable diagram (a) market price (b) short period price 

(c) long period price  

43. What is land and what are the peculiarities of land (or)                  

Explain the three phases of return to scale  

44. What are the characteristics of labour? (Or)                                             

What is law or return to scale? Draw the diagram and tabular column. 

45. Write a note on cobb-Douglas production function.(or)                           

The law of variable proportion –explain 
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46. What are iso-quant ? Describe their characteristics (or)                      

Describe the kinds of economies of scale  

47. Exceptions to the law of demand with diagram explanation (or)          

What are the factors that determining demand? 

 

         “Success in pure hard work endowed with patience” 
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